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the decision (for instance, a strawberry producer) to determine a ranked 51 list of the alternative solutions taking into account food chain stakeholders' 52 opinions and preferences expressed on the associated criteria.
53
For instance, a strawberry producer expresses the need for a new pack-54 aging to pack strawberries. The design of this new packaging needs to take 55 into consideration the packaging industry constraints (ability to scale-up the 56 production process, the availability of the raw material, etc.), the waste man-57 agement administration rules about packaging end of life (biodegradability, 58 recyclability, incineration, burying, etc.) and consumer preferences (trans-59 4 parent packaging, environment-friendly packaging, no extra-cost due to pack-aging, etc.).
61
In order to gather consumers' viewpoints, multiple methods can be used: 62 text mining, gathering reviews, etc. We chose to focus on online polls so as 63 to easily gather arguments from a variety of consumers. and automatically analyzed; (iii) the reasoning process, which was based on 89 the computation of several coherent viewpoints, is now able to rank them 90 using a prioritization of criteria.
91
The main contributions of the work are the following: 3. An evaluation of the MCDSS tool, based on the strawberry case study, The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we present the MCDSS 
7
• Task 1: Argument structuring: in this task, a textual opinion is encoded 118 into a logic-based structured argument thanks to a dedicated graphical 119 user-friendly interface (GUI).
120
• Task 2: Automatic argument generation: this task automatically trans-121 forms some poll's answers into formal arguments made of concepts and 122 rules using the framework described in Section 3.
123
• Task 3: Logical arguments derivation: Using the framework described 
135
• Task 6: Extension rankings: the computation of extensions delivers one 136 or several extensions. In the case of several extensions, the system uses 137 the prioritization on criteria using the framework described in Section 138 4.1 in order to rank the extensions and to select the top-ranked. Finally, 139 the selected extension is then used to extract preferences associated 140 with its arguments.
141
Next section introduces the model we propose for argument formalization 142 and the way arguments may be automatically generated from a poll. In this section, we recall Dung's argumentation principles and present an 146 instantiation of this framework thanks to a logical language, then we show 147 how arguments are automatically generated from a set of answers to a given 148 web survey. 
155
E is an admissible extension if and only if it is conflict-free and ∀X ∈ E, X is 156 acceptable w.r.t. E; E is a complete extension if and only if E is admissible and extension if and only if it is the set inclusion minimal complete extension;
160
E is a stable extension if and only if it is preferred and ∀Y / ∈ E, ∃X ∈ E 161 such that (X, Y ) ∈ C. For a given semantics, the set of extensions of an 162 argumentation framework is denoted by E. A.
189
We say that an argument A attacks an argument B iff at least one of the We model these arguments by using the proposed logical language as fol-
203
lows:
204
• BP is a concept referring to biodegradable packaging materials,
205
• P EV , HIP are concepts referring to packagings which respectively pro- 
208
• ACC, REJ are concepts referring to the decisions (accepted, rejected).
209
The set of rules R = R s ∪ R d is:
Please notice that strict rules are used to model reliable knowledge based on 213 measured parameters by using well-defined and stated procedures, or expressed 214 with linguistic terms such as "must", "shall", "mandatory", "important", etc..
215
Instead, defeasible rules model knowledge based on empirical observations or 216 expressed with linguistic terms such as "may", "can", "optional", etc. Here,
217
the rules involve HIP are considered as strict and those involving P EV are 218 defeasible.
219
The following structured arguments can be built on the knowledge base Let us now describe the process used to generate poll-based arguments.
227
It is composed of several steps:
Step 1: Creation of the poll: as defined in Section 3.2, elements of
229
K represent the alternatives that are in discussion. They may be dif- can be q 1 ="Do you think that x ∈ K protects the environment?" or 235 q 2 ="Do you think that x ∈ K is harmful for strawberries?" The set
236
of questions Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q m } is asked for every alternative of K.
237
Please note that we denote by Con(q 1 ) = P rotect_environment (resp.
238
Con(q 2 ) = Harmf ul), the underlying concept of question q 1 (resp. q 2 ).
239
We also define a function σ : Cr → {ACC, REJ}, given by domain ex-
240
perts, that tells us if a concept is an element in favor (ACC) or against
241
(REJ) a given alternative. For instance, σ(Con(q 1 )) = ACC (resp. 242 σ(Con(q 2 )) = REJ). tive and returns the number of persons that answered "Neutral".
253
It is obvious that for every k i ∈ K and every question q j ∈ Q,
255
•
Step 3: Processing the answers: Once the answers received, we process 256 them using an aggregation function agg for filtering purposes.
We do not use answers to questions with agg(q j , k i ) = 0 because the 259 answers are not pertinent enough w.r.t. the metric used.
260
Step 4: Creating the arguments: In this step, we first select a "certainty"
261
threshold α ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and create the following arguments:
271
Example 3. Suppose that there is a question q = "Do you think that x 272 protects strawberries from shocks?" and that P lastic_not_closed is an al-
273
ternative in K corresponding to a plastic packaging that is not closed. We 274 ask the question q to the consumers and we get that 394 persons answered
275
"No", 179 persons answered "I do not know" and 272 persons answered "Yes".
276
Since we have that 277 neutral(q, P lastic_not_closed) ≤ positive(q, P lastic_not_closed)
and 279 positive(q, P lastic_not_closed) < negative(q, P lastic_not_closed),
280
we compute that agg(q , P lastic_not_closed) = −1. Now, if we define α = 281 200, the only argument produced, meaning that "not closed plastic packagings 282 are rejected because they do not protect strawberries from shocks", is:
Ranking extensions

285
We suppose in this section that arguments generated from polls as de-286 scribed in Section 3.3 or manually entered by experts are available in the 287 knowledge base. Extensions are computed using the semantics recalled in 288 Section 3.1. We explain in this section the proposed method to rank exten-289 sions according to preferences expressed on requirements.
290
We first define the necessary notions used in this section. Let E be an extension. We define the accepted requirements and the rejected requirements of an extension E as: In this section, we introduce our method for ranking a set of exten-
296
sions E using the locally, Pareto and globally optimal semantics inspired by 297 Croitoru et al. (2015) . These semantics return subsets of the original set 298 of extensions. We introduce here the three notions which are based on the 299 notion of domination (preference) between concepts of the accepted require-300 ments.
301
An extension E is said not to be locally optimal if we can find another 302 extension E such that the concepts of E are either included in E or dominated 303 by elements of E (there is at most one concept dominated).
304
Definition 1. We say that an extension E ∈ E is locally optimal if and 305 only if x ∈ AReq(E) and a concept y such that there exists E ∈ E\{E},
306
((AReq(E)\{x}) ∪ {y}) ⊆ AReq(E ) and x < y.
307
An extension E is said not to be Pareto optimal if we can find another 308 extension E such that the concepts of E are either included in E or dominated 309 by elements of E (they are dominated by a single concept).
310
Definition 2. We say that an extension E ∈ E is Pareto optimal if and 311 only if X ⊆ AReq(E) and a concept y and X = ∅ such that there exists 312 E ∈ E\{E}, ((AReq(E)\X) ∪ {y}) ⊆ AReq(E ) and for every x ∈ X, x < y.
313
An extension E is said not to be globally optimal if we can find another 314 extension E such that the concepts of E are either included in E or dominated 315 by elements of E (no restrictions).
316
Definition 3. We say that an extension E ∈ E is globally optimal if and 317 only if X ⊆ AReq(E) and a set of concepts Y and X = ∅ such that there
there exists y ∈ Y such that x < y.
320
Note that while those semantics allow to refine the set of considered ex-321 tensions, they may be unable to output only one extension. This is of course The first method only considers positive arguments in favor of one of the 338 alternatives in debate. It gives the highest score to the extension that is the 339 least dominated. Namely, the score of an extension E is:
340 Definition 4. Score 1 (E) = a∈AReq(E) |{c | c is a concept and c < a}|
341
With this score, the best extension is the one with the highest score. The second method only considers negative arguments against the alter-345 natives in debate. It gives the highest points to the extension whose negative 346 arguments are the most dominated. Namely, the score of an extension E is:
347
Definition 5. Score 2 (E) = a∈RReq(E) |{c | c is a concept and a < c}| 348 Again, with this score, the best extension is the one with the highest 349 score.
350
A research issue is to find a way to combine the two scores in order
351
to produce a more efficient ranking. This can be achieved by using multi-352 criteria methods. We provide a naive way to combine the two scores, namely
353
Score 3 (E) = Score 1 (E) + Score 2 (E). packaging characteristics. In the project it has been tested for strawberries.
360
Four packaging options have been considered (see Figure 4 ):
361
• an opened plastic basket (without lid or film)
362
• a wood packaging (without lid)
363
• a plastic basket with rigid lid
364
• a plastic basket with plastic film observe that the first four extensions are composed of:
382
• the set of positive arguments in favor of a given alternative,
383
• the set of negative arguments against the other alternatives in debate. the three other alternatives.
389
26 E 1 {a9, a10, a17, a19, a20, a23, a30, a33, a37, a39, a42, a45, a46} E 2 {a9, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, a18, a23, a31, a32, a34, a35, a36, a38, a39, a42, a44}  E 3 {a9, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, a18, a21, a22, a24, a25, a26 , a27, a28, a29, a30, a33, a37, a39, a43, a44, a48} E 4 {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, a18, a23, a30, a33, a37, a40, a41, a42, a44, a46} E 5 {a9, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16, a18, a23, a30, a33, a37, a39, a42, a44, a46} 
Scenario analysis
394
We will consider the following three scenarios:
395
• Scenario SECURE: "not nefast effect" (i.e. not harmful) concept is 396 preferred to all the other concepts.
397
• Scenario GREEN: "Protect_environment", "recyclable" and "reusable"
398
are preferred to all the other concepts.
399
• Scenario PLEASURE: "can see", "can smell", "protect flavor" and "incite 400 to eat" are preferred to all the other concepts.
401
In the following, we only detail the results obtained for scenario SECURE
402
and we present globally the results obtained for the three scenarios. The in-
403
Locally optimal {P lastic_with_plastic_f ilm, P lastic_rigid_lid, W ood_packaging} Pareto optimal {P lastic_with_plastic_f ilm, P lastic_rigid_lid} Globally optimal {P lastic_with_plastic_f ilm, P lastic_rigid_lid} AppendixA.
405
Preferences associated with concepts for scenario SECURE are the fol- Table 6 : Results obtained for scenario SECURE ranking extensions using scoring functions.
• Can_see <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
418
• Can_smell <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
419
•¬Can_smell <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
420
• N ef ast_ef f ect <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
421
•¬Good_f ridge_conservation <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
422
•¬Good_ambiant_conservation <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
423
• Good_ambiant_conservation <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
424
• Good_f ridge_conservation <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
425
• Concentrate_smell <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
426
• Condensation <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
427
•¬Concentrate_smell <¬N ef ast_ef f ect
428
We can see in Table 7 that the results obtained using the two indi- 
Scenario
Globally optimal Score 1 Score 3 SECURE {P lastic P lastic P lastic_rigid_lid _with_plastic_f ilm, _with_plastic_f ilm > P lastic P lastic_rigid_lid} ∼ P lastic_rigid_lid _with_plastic_f ilm > W ood_packaging > W ood_packaging ∼ P lastic_not_closed > P lastic_not_closed GREEN W ood_packaging W ood_packaging W ood_packaging > P lastic_rigid_lid > P lastic_rigid_lid ∼ P lastic_not_closed > P lastic_not_closed > P lastic > P lastic _with_plastic_f ilm _with_plastic_f ilm PLEASURE {P lastic_not_closed, W ood_packaging W ood_packaging P lastic_rigid_lid, ∼ P lastic_rigid_lid ∼ P lastic_rigid_lid W ood_packaging} ∼ P lastic_not_closed > P lastic_not_closed > P lastic > P lastic _with_plastic_f ilm _with_plastic_f ilm and Score 1 . Indeed, in scenarios SECURE and PLEASURE, Score 3 pro-
432
vides an advantage to alternatives with less negative arguments which are 433 P lastic_rigid_lid and W ood_packaging.
434
The same scenarios have been presented to a food packaging expert in or- guments' strength is computed based on the attacks in the framework. So,
451
Score 3 seems to bring an additional piece of information which is not taken 452 into account by the expert.
453
Concerning scenario GREEN, the expert has defined three individual We integrated a simple and intuitive interface in the web application for Locally optimal {P lastic_not_closed, P lastic_rigid_lid, W ood_pack} Pareto optimal {P lastic_not_closed, P lastic_rigid_lid, W ood_pack} Globally optimal {P lastic_not_closed, P lastic_rigid_lid, W ood_pack} 
